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Lead2pass 2017 November New Juniper JN0-647 Exam Dumps! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! Are you
interested in successfully completing the Juniper JN0-647 Certification Then start to earning Salary? Lead2pass has leading edge
developed Juniper exam questions that will ensure you pass this JN0-647 exam! Lead2pass delivers you the most accurate, current
and latest updated JN0-647 Certification exam questions and available with a 100% money back guarantee promise! Following
questions and answers are all new published by Juniper Official Exam Center: https://www.lead2pass.com/jn0-647.html
QUESTION 1Your campus EX9200 core devices are highly oversubscribed on bandwidth ans reporting massive dropped packets.
To immediately address the issue, you decide to implement shaping on all interfaces. Which action will accomplish? A. Apply
the input-shape-rate 5G parameter to all interfaces under the [edit class-of service] hierarchy.B. Define a CoS input traffic control
profile with the shape-rate 5G parameter and apply it to all interfaces.C. Define a CoS output traffic control profile with the
shape-rate 5G parameter and apply it to all interfaces.D. Apply the shape-rate 5G parameter to all interfaces under the [edit
class-of service] hierarchy.] Answer: C QUESTION 2What allows non-Web enabled devices to access the network on a port
configured for captive portal? A. A MAC address white list can be configured on the switch to allow specific MAC addresses to
bypass the captive portal process.B. LLDP can be used to query the type of device that is attempting to access the network, and
predefined device types can be allowed to bypass the captive portal process.C. Captive portal can be configured to only prompt for
credentials when HTTP or HTTPS traffic is requested on a port to allow on-HTTP enabled devices access to the network.D.
Authentication credentials for specific devices can be preconfigured on the switch for automatic authentication. Answer: A
QUESTION 3Click the Exhibit. You have deployed sparce-mode multicast in your network using the IGP metrics shown in the
exhibit. Which path will (*, G) traffic follow form the source to the receiver before the (S, G) state is registered? A. Source, R1,
R4, R5, R6, ReceiverB. Source, R1, R2, R5, R2, R3, R6 ReceiverC. Source, R1, R2, R3, R6, ReceiverD. Source, R1, R2, R5,
R6, Receiver Answer: B QUESTION 4Click the Exhibit. You are troubleshooting an OSPF adjacency issue between R1 and R2.
What is the reason for the ExStart state shown in the exhibit? A. R2 was elected as the designated router.B. R1 was elected as
the backup designated router.C. R1 and R2 are using the same IP address.D. The MTU is not the default on R1 and R2. Answer:
C QUESTION 5Click the Exhibit. Router R1, in peer AS 65001, advertises routes to R2 using EBGP. R2 advertises the routes
learned from R1 to R3 using IBGP. Referring to the exhibit, to which routers will R3 advertise the BGP routes received from R2?
A. R6, R7B. R4, R5, R6, R7C. R4, R5D. R2, R4, R5, R6, R7 Answer: C QUESTION 6Click the Exhibit. Referring to the
exhibit, which statement is true? A. R1 is an ASBR.B. R1 has the B bit set.C. R1 is a backbone router.D. R1 is an ABR.
Answer: A QUESTION 7Which two statements are true about PIM source-specific multicast (SSM)? (Choose two.) A. The
receiver DR builds a source-base tree to the RP.B. S, G is always used.C. A Different group address must be used by each
source.D. IGMPv3 is required. Answer: BD QUESTION 8Click the Exhibit. You are configuring MSTP to prevent loops in your
Layer 2 network. After applying the configuration, you notice that MSTO is not working correctly. Referring to the exhibit, what is
causing the problem? A. Too many VLANs have been defined.B. Context identifier must be specified.C. MSTI-to-VLAN
mappings must be the same.D. Incorrect revision number is used. Answer: C More free Lead2pass JN0-647 exam new questions
on Google Drive: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1KdYnfjldTm71Qle4hxd8vwiskvK9pf_L All Juniper JN0-647 exam questions
are the new checked and updated! In recent years, the JN0-647 certification has become a global standard for many successful IT
companies. Want to become a certified Juniper professional? Download Lead2pass 2017 latest released JN0-647 exam dumps full
version and pass JN0-647 100%! 2017 Juniper JN0-647 (All 80 Q&As) exam dumps (PDF&VCE) from Lead2pass:
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